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vastly greater it me gob ta not
Subscribe to The Sews
thoroughly done now
duct
1938 in this country.
Convention in Cleveland last June, papers throughout the country

.iinth:nmembers
PRIZES AWARDED AT i!`)..ir(if,
SOUTH FULTON FAIR

KITTY RE-ELECTS
HOWARD PRESIDENT
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atta r all, al• art' all in t
•
Inter‘ lowed after his first showthin g
THE TAX l'ittiliTILM
aia d
pest
iii„.at
together.
11n.
m
ing of the film, Bromfield declared
iinufait
:fir es
() m
n to (Iore
damage to cotton
worn
tedabout
things
with
delight
like the undis-Ithan «my with which th.• South has
Zanuck's picturiza
his
The tax problem is certain to be
tam of his novel and the expert- one of the most important to conic tiibuted profits tax Just repealed had
evident' in the prat Is the
business
Brown's
small
man burdened pink bollwoim, which entered Texbefore the next Congress in Jan- the
direction,
neas of
bookkeeping
uary. Therefore it is a good sign with excessive
and as trent Mexico in 1938, and unless
to see that efforts are already on plaguey small tax worries, the em checked will infest th•• entire cotMODERN ETIQUETrE
common
sense
ployed man goaded by a host of ton best.
foot to put as much
as possible behind the tax revision small hidden sales taxes, relief
I. When an invitation is received that
Rev. Gerald li. Bonney of Ranis certain next year.
or work projects-they are all in a
over the telephone, is it all right for
dolph Center, Vt., is a ventrilo‘try real sense in the same boat.
Acting
Triasury
Secretary
a
the
one to say, "I shall let you know
The miseries if all of them are quist and uses a dummy in teachHanes has sent a letter to many
this evening or tomorrow"?
I« hool
doe to the single cause of the break- ing a children's Sunday
prominent
business
men
and
organi2. Should a man remove his hat
down of the economic machine. class.
sations
asking
their
help
comin
a
when in the elevator of a hotel or
plete study of the tax situation Flitch is carrying and must carry his
an office building, when a woman
"This i
our common
problem." peculiar burden, for none can reenters'
STBSCRIIIE FORHanes wrote "and a successful ef- cover until all recover together. It
Coinmetc111-Appeet
3. When passing a plate for a fort
toward its solution will depend recalls Franklin, who urged his fel
Louisville Courier-Journal
second helping, should one leave largely on
our mutual and sym- low rebels to unity during revel
Midst/Ile Times
the knife and the fork on the plate" pathetic
Bt, Louis Post-Dispatch
understanding of the gov• utionary days by saying -If we don't
4.
Should
a
young man, engaged ernment and the taxpayer."
ER...Louis Globe Democrat
all hang together, we shall USSUltol
"Mg Skin Was Full of
Clarence Brown directed the pro- to be married, resent it if the girl's
Chicago Herald-Examtner
ly all hang separately."
Pimples and Blemishes" duction which reproduces with father
Chicago American
Now
that
is
a
very
asks
him questions pertainfine spirit
says Verna S. "Since using Adlerika
Chicago Tribune
Because "he didn't even want
the pimples are gone My skin is breath-taking realism the earth- ing to his financial affairs, business in which to approach the problem
Just Phone 753
of taxation.
smooth and glows with health.' quake. flood, fire and plague high- position, and health?
women to look at him." GemgiAdlerika helps wash BOTH bowels, lighting the novel. Philip Dunne
5. Is it discourteous when one is
Springs.
Nikerson of Colorado
JACK EDWARDS
and relieves temporary constipation ,ind Julien Josephson wrote the
talking with a person, for this perrv
Colo., splashed acid on his tam
that °Pen aggravates bad compBrown
Joe
screen play and Harry
son to show a lack of interest in
lexion.
TRIAL FOR
was associate producer.
EVANS DRUG CO.
what is being said?
Back
6. When a woman and her escort
M°""
IF IT FAILS
enter a theater, and an usher is at
Take« FAMOUS SWANS lor BACKACHE.
tor Fr•pi•et. Scanty, sr nursing Passed.
the entrance of the aisle, which ter
Laa Pose.: LOSS 01 Kerrey« Tu•d, Lamy
one should be first to follow the feeaarit Headaches Diseases.. having •
SOIn CO in Nut:oriel Kidney dieerillms.
usher?
HDANS work •tro,ffly
DIWIeleel%
Third and Carr St.
K4dneyf an,. Hodder SO
7. Please mention about six of
o▪'nds and rOlSonotal waste.. Ibus craning
the most common forms of rude- «easel front theme distressing symror-,
report ',leasing results II you
ness for either a husband or a wife Thousands
hose something funcliOnally wrong
to be guilty of, when the other is your kidneys, try KIDANS
SEND NO MONEY
entertaining in the home.
•AIR-COOLEDWrite lor TWO Boxes of KIOANS Upon
8. Is it poor form to use the ex- antral
piry SI OF plus poetal foe If Si 00 le
sent with order we Toy all psotag• 1.1110
pression "Gents"?
on. box it not entirely eatterned with RELADIES REST ROOM
9. Should a hostess always rise SULTS return other box and w• 1 instantly
rotund your money. W• take th• risk.
when a guest is leaving, as well as Order MANS today Address THE KfDANS
CO . Con Exchange !Writ:Log, Atlanta, GO.
OPEN DAY & NIGHT
arriving?
10. Is it all right for a man to
give a woman an article of wearing
apparel, as a gift?
11.
11. How long should a hostess
wait for a guest who is late for dinner?
12. Is it proper to address a wed- ,
ding invitation to Mr. and Mrs. J.R.
o
Brown ad Family?
Answers
I. Never. This invitation must be
"IF HEALTH is such a blessing, and the
accepted or declined without a moment's hesitation. A pause of even
very source of all pleasure, it may be worth
two or three seconds is bad form.
2. He should do so in a hotel elethe pains to discover the regions where it
vator, but it is not necessary in an
office building or shop.
grows, the springs that feed it, the
3. Yes. ender no circumstances
customs and methods by which it is best
should silver be placed on the table
cover.
cultivated and preserved."
4. No. The father has a perfect
right to be concerned about every-'
-Sir William Temple.
thing that might afford the happiness of his daughter.
5. Yes. This is one of the most
CONSULT WITH US ABOUT FOUR
frequent acts of discourtsty. To be
a good listener is one of the surest
HEALTH WITHOUT OBLIGATION
'‘ma
ways to gain friends, and is just as
important as to be a good speaker.
6. The usher goes first, then the
woman, and last her escort. If there
is no usher, the man should go hrst.
7. Refuse to talk, refuse to smile.
appear bored, fall asleep, leave the
room abruptly, sit and read.
Fulton, Kentucky
222 take St.. Upstairs
Et Yes It is very poor form It is
r.() more correct than "lades- would
be for "ladies".
9 Yes. always, and whether the
guest be a man or woman. It is ex- .
ceedingly discourteous if she does
not.
Drive this new Bantam and change all your ideas about small
10. Not unless the woman is hi
,
:ar
performance. Here's a car that's built to go places . . .
mother, sister, or a close relative.
swiftly . . . smartly . . . smoothly . . . and at '2c per mile.
II. No longer than fifteen minutes.
COAST TO COAST AND BACK AGAIN FOR /27.90.
12. No The words "and Family"
are no longer used. An invitation
ewes SRO•
"On May 15 we startesi her the New
Does your car have the ZIP! ... the power and
should be sent to Mr. and Mrs.
York
Wookie
Fan
from
Los
Angeles
and
speed it had when it was new?
Brown, and a separate invitation to
"BEST INVESTMENT
went over the Sierra Nevada Mountains,
each other member of the family.
and I was amazed at the performance
MADE SINCE '29"
Are you getting as many miles from a gallon of
on the.. steep grades, and over moun4-Passerager $497.
tain tames We scarcely had to change
That's what ose Pennsylvania
gas?
UNCLE 11.11 SAYS
nem Mall has to say about Banta.
gears at all
cars -I have driven my car heler
"W• mad• the 6240 mass oa the
He who ridicules scientific rethan 10,000 miles. in lees than it,..
It's true that motors run a mighty long time
trip to New York and returned to Ice
search, makes only hirmelf ridiculocths and hays had no trouble
without serious trouble, but don't forget that
©
7
- \.
with d. Can turn the corners at
Angeles used 120 gallons of gas, an
ous.
Statism Wage. $545•
least 15 miles an hour Meter with
the modern high compression engine loses efas'.rag. of 52 miles to the gallon and
There is still a lot we don't know
the Bantam than with other cars
changed oil 6 tunes ... average driving
about farming, but we don't apply
ficiency if it gets slighly out of adjustment.
at 50 miles an hour bolds the road
speed 50 to 55 miles per boon..total
with no sway or wandering .
all we do know.
I
had
the
car
reduces
my
operating
operatuig coat $27.90 by the thine of
Four regional Federal research
To bring back new car efficiency and economy,
cost nearly 2 3 - says C. 14. Lock.
us or a cod per person cd $930."
laboratories have been established
wood, Portland, Oregon.
!wimp 5445•
let us give your motor a complete TUNE UP
G R P Santa Moruca Caliortna.
to study new industrial uses for
Your Bantam duly: has copies of
with our modern equipment and trained personfarm products.
WHO BUYS BANTAMS?
thus and other Letters from sahebed
Much of the agricultural progress
nel.
Banta= economy and durab.lity are
Bantam evfaIldll Soo horn rock"'
is this country, originated in the
being proves in daily use by each
oustanding oegatusabons as Railway
research laboratories of our colWE WILLExcress Agency, Gulf Oil Corpora.
Panel UM•
leges and universities,
EVERY WORTH -Mitt( FEATURE
ten Firestone tie & Rubber Co.,
One way to offset the effects of
Clean and Adjust Plugs
Brown & Williamson Tobacco ComOffered by Any Other Car
the late summer and fall drouth.
pany, U S Navy U S. Army. Bor.
Clean and Adjust Points
Cens Dairy and many others too
which cu l hay yields materially, is
lk •
numerous
to mouton.
Adjust Generator
to sow abundant winter pasture.
test •
Take Down Carburetor, Clean and ReCrimson (-1,•ver and rye grass can
Bealavard
he made to furnish as many days
assemble
4
of
Delr.red.
pasturage
eemplelek
•
as
blue grass, white
Clean Gas Lines
mprigspsd eteledus•
clover and lespedera enrribined
wawa Lee* al fasten,
Clean Air Cleaner
It's wasteful rot to seed a c.
•
I AMERICAN BANTAM CAR
sseasswea weyymaws:
Clean Fuel Pump
crep on lespedena stiabb!,-- •.
I soma as.
PRICES 5 TaR1
Tighten Water Connections
fall-otherwse top soil
Please send facts ab..«ut Bantam. I an interested as Dealer J;
way and accumulated :
Adjust Tappets
I Dutra.
, Pawbenger Car Bayer
Truck Buyer ,_,.
i(-aches
out.
orre Aire
War in Europe makes it all the
CtieJeANY
Illore
desirable
Give Your Motor a Complete Overhauling
for
Tennessee'
growers to sow crimson clover for
AITIVRILSS
I supplying domestic seed requireCITY
PON'T DELAY-Bring your car in and asSTATIC
ments next year.
sure yourself of smooth. economical trouble-free
I A show with a purpose, will be
driring'
the Tenth Annual Jersey Produc
•!on Show at Morristown. 00,4),
2.4, where production !,
ins' with superior is.
mining winners
human lives at the climax, whin
the untamed forces of nature ravaged the earth, has been faithfully
retold in this 20th Century-Fox
film, in which all of Bromfield's
Eausuck Picture Stars Myrna Loy, colorful characters are brought to
TYrOne Power and George Brent vivid life.
Myrna Loy is seen as the amorHailed as one of me truly great ous Lady Esketh, Tyrone Pow,
r has
Darryl
motion pictures of all time,
his most romantic role as Major
'The
F. Zanuck's production of
Rama Safti, and George Brent plays
Rains Came," the sensationally the world-weary Tom Ransome.
Brom•
successful novel by Louis
Brenda Joyce, star-maker Zan•
field. opens Sunday at the Fulton
uck's newest discovery. interprets
Tyrone
Theatre, with Myrna Loy,
the role of young Fern Simon,
Power and George Brent sharing
while others featured in the great
stellar honors.
cast are Nigel Bruce, Maria OusThis powerful story of human penskaya, Joseph Schildkraut, Jane
emotions at the breaking point and Harwell, Marjorie Rambeau, Henry
Travers and H. B. Warner.

Great Cast Brings
"The Rains Came"
To Life On Screen
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FREE KIDNL

WEAKNESS

HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME

LOWE'S CAFE

AMBULANCE
PHONE 1

The Blessing of

Good Health
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Dr. A. C. WADE
CHIROPRACTOR

Tune Up Your
CAR Now!
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•

TRADES • TERMS

Distributor: COLMAN II
MOTOR SALES

Brady Bros. Garage

Subscribe to toe News
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THE FELTON COUNTY

College ii il'aste
OF Time'
•

="at
it ton
ham
the
Tex-des;
cot-

we sip by the papers that Edward
Matthews, formerly a member of a
college faculty, expresses the opinion that college is "just a waste of
time"
Frankly, we cannot agree with
the brother who has established a
high school where youngsters can
earn their education by making
shoes. He has been overwhelmed
perhaps by the necessity of practical education. taking cognizance of
the fact that many college graduates do not "know how to get a
job."

Ranachhool

ger, it seems, lust now la that the
pendulum will swing too far In that
direction.
Education, to be popular, must,
of necessity, fit individuals to beeconomic successes but WC
should never lose sight of the value
of an education, regardless of the
dollars and cents return. The development of an individual personality Is worthwhile even if the profit
motive is entirely forgotten.

In two years this destructive insect spread over a large area and
reached points more than 130 miles
above the Rio Grande. Its 'swages
are more menacing than those of
the boll weevil, cotton flea hophas
gone
We think Mr. Matthews
per or any of the other pests which
to the extreme. We agree that there attack the cotton crop.
Is a failure on the part of schools
Eleven men in Kansas City. all
and colleges to train students in a
feet 4 inches or taller, have formpractical way but there are evi&flees that a new spirit is fast ed a "skyliners club" to crusade
:r1 1,.11
wricv Th.. (Ian -

imp

WANT TO BUY THIS CAR?

NEWS. FULTON KENTUCKY

of idle capital into business chan- fr3.6A:Tatcrrv om OUR 'MIMS
nels, said, in part:
We heard of a couple the other
"The Federal government should
Both taxes day who, after many years of happy
Wirer, the budget.
and regulations should be made as life on their farm, are now beginRegulations ning to enjoy the convenieme of
simple as possible.
Editor
By J. PAUL litsuART,
should be changed infrequently. electric light.
and only when absolutely necessary., The couple have been married for
if business interests knew exactly many years, with both of them past
A column conducted for news, views and
what to expect, Dist certainty in it- the four-score mark, but never becomments, in which readers of The News
self would help restore confidence.",fore have they been able to press
Mall
contribuare Invited to participate.
These seem to be practical, com- a button and have light. Now, In
By heed- their declining years, they will enmon sense suggestions.
tions care of THE FORUM, this newspaper
ing them Congress might largely joy the comforts that electricity can
•
allay the fear of government which bring to the farm home.
Bobby Matthews, middleweight mix with paid for improving the has gripped the business Community
fighter, and well known here, has appearance of his church. So we so long.
Subscribe to The News
just opened a place of business at chipped in the difference, and
Mayfield, where he has been pro. Preacher went off happy WA exmuting fights for the past few tending blessings upon us.
months. Since going to that city he
We Now Have Some of the Hest Mechanies
has made many friends. Bobby tells
West Kentuey and a Fully Complete Shop
In
Mrs.
Chapman,
is
city
clerk,
100
me that he has a reframiong spot
on the Benton Ilighvyay just out of !see cent for Fulton. She contends
LET US DO YOUR REPAIR WORK
Mayfield—it is known as "Bobby's." that there is something about the
He invites all his friends In this I place that holds you to it. Coming
community to visit him when over to the city many years ago when
!she married Thomas Chapman, she
that way.
I was far from impressed with it
The preacher down at the color- that time, But the longer she stay,
GENULNZ VORD PARTS
PORDSON TRACTORS
ed Methodist church on Third-at- the more she liked Fulton. So it
came into the Illinois Oil Station been with others. Fulton has a good
PHONE U
MA MELD HIGHWAY
for some turpentine. He dug down climate, it is well located, and ofdeep into a pocket, brought out a fors many advantager. But what
handful of pennies to pay for it, but makes a person come to like a place
when it was all added up he lack- so well is the association, isse
FRI. - SAT.
ed 15e. He felt in all his pockets— form. Familiar faces, a ,
LCC
riw
Carole Lombard
one had a hole in it. We asked him good morning and pleasant r •
if he had lost some of his money, ies form friendships and ties that
Cary Grant
and he replied: "No, suh. I guess are hard to break. That, Mrs. Chap--in—
the collection plate didn't receive man, is why you, like many others,
"In Name Only"
enough yesterday." We learned prefer Fulton to all other places on
that he wanted the turpentine to earth,

THE FORUM

AUTO SALES COMPANY INC.

uixon.

"KILLERS" OF AMERICANS

MOVING C. S. PLANTS TO
CANADA
From Toronto, Canada, comes the
The ''killers" of modern Amer-sans, in the order of their import- news that an American banker, in
ance, are diseases of the heart; in- that city, expresses the opinion that
fluenza and pneumonia, cancers American manufacturers might send
You ('an Get It Cheap - But It
nd other malignant tumors, neph-. their equipment into Canada and
Will Cost Plenty To Repair
plants for making war
ritis, cerebral hemorrhage and soft- establish
Our candid camera caught a pictur.• of permanent disaster —
ening, tuberculosis, congenital mal- supplies.
not only to a car but the future prosperity of an owner. A compreThe restrictions of the present
formations and diseases of early
hensive liability, property damage and collision insurance policy
infancy, motor vehicle accidents1 Neutrality Act, prohibiting the sale
protects you from yourself arid the other fellow. Get it before you
of munitions, airplanes. etc., to beland diabetes.
need it. Phone us today and our representative will call to give
ou full information.
This is the report of the Depart- ligerent nations, he explained, would
ment of Commerce, which says that lead to such a move.
Of course, American makers of
these nine causes of death were responsible for 72 per cent of the 1,- plane's, arms, munitions and imple450,427 fatalities in this country in ments of war will follow the chance
F1'ETON, K.
LAKE ST. PHONE N. 5
fer profits that arise on account of
1937.
This ought to make it easy for the war in Europe. If it is flee'
everybody to live long. All that sary to transfer their plants
ar
•Ua staAar..aigasgslAarl-Xa74 one has to do is to avoid these nine the United States into Canada Lisa
FLAANeValEURAW=aliaaisla'alsgs 7
lt--1 causes, which are just as fatal if you transport American workmen into ,
happen to be afflicted with them. Canada in order to secure and fill
Some of the diseases can be a- contracts for war supplies, they
voided by promptly and regularly will do so.
receiving treatment. In fact, many,
men and women die every year be.
REAR OF GOVERNMENT
Our new Funeral Home has been completed and is modern
cause they neglect ordinary ail-I
in every detail. We invite our friends to visit us and see our new
ments and permit them to drift into
Whatever else may underlie our
establishment. In the personnel of the staff are competent men
dangerous and fatal maladies,
economic troubles, it can hardly he
need
denied that fear of governs •
The body of the average
and a licensed lads embalmer to administer to your every
man tieing can stand a great deal the part of business men, boa. . ..•
when sorrow invades sour home. Ambulance service day or
but there are individuals who seem and small, has been a serious °bnight.
ailable to realize that there is a staele in the path of all efforts to
limit to what flesh and blood can restore confidence in the future.
W. W. Jones & Sans
An almost endless parade of legendure.
Of course, if an individual wants islation and bureaucratic edicts.
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Richardson
to be careless, it is largely his, or continually changing the rules under
Martin, Tennessee
her, business. Just the same death which business must operate, can
Telephone 390
often punishes those who remain not promote business and industbehind more than the individual rial expansion. which is so necesthat departs Men and women with sary to the creation of permanent
responsibilities in life owe it to jobs for the unemployed.
those dependent upon them to take
Wasteful governmental spending
reasonable precautions against dis- —national, state and local—with its
ease. They should not neglect their attendant excessive tax burden, is
Fri. - Sat.
health
likewise one of the most serious
Jack Holt
deterrents to national recovery.
—in-HOG FEEDING SCHOOL
In a letter to committees of ConTrappcd In The
gress. the Investment Bankers AsThe idea of a hog feeding school sociation. which is making determinSky"
might seem strange to many, but ed efforts to promote a larger flow
-alsothe importance of scientific feeding
Fred Scott
,
•••••-•••••
-MIII•AIMI•-•!..1.111,- 1MM
of livestock is becoming so generally
—in—
recognized by stockmen that feed
..TWO-Gun
dealers in some localities are arrangTroubador"
ing meetings from time to ere, :
discuss improved feeding pr.'
One Kansas dealer, quoted in ti
SUNDAY - MONDAY - TUESDAY
trade magazine Feedstuffs says
"We stage a hog feeding school can
year. It is the object of these meet
ings to get correct use of our pr.- ducts. We stress particularly that
aommon sense is the foundation t
successful hog feeding."

A MIRACLE OF MAGNIFICENCE!
THRILLS BEYOND
Loves
BE
stranger still!
-the Greatest
modern novel!
•

ATKINS INSURANCE AGENCY

NEW FUNERAL HOME

Sr

11.

116

4

The magazine states that leading
hog breeders and feeders throughout the United States have beeshowing a decided preference f•s
soybean oilmeal in all their mixeS
feeds and supplement, and adds
that with price favoring this high
protein ingredient, this sentiment
has recently strengthened.

ohnny
DOWNS
nstance/1
100FIE
PLUS
COMEDY

PARAMOUNT NEWS

WED. - THURS.

FRI. - SAT.
Big Double Feature

Jackie Moran

Geo. O'Brien
--in"The Fighting
Gringo"

Claire Windsor
—in—

fp'

"Rare-foot Roy"

—Also—

Ty

—with—

M a reia Mae Jones
4r

Charles L Well. a widely known
Illinois breeder of Poland China
:toga who has made a close practical study of hog feeding for many
years, uses a supplement formula
containing ROO pounds of soybean
oilmeal to the ton.

"The

Ritter
—in-Man

From

Texas"
Plus ChApter 10
'tone Hansel- Rides

omedy

ND

11.

„,

I

Slightly varying formulas a.:
recommended for different i' •
lions of feeding, but because
palatability, digestibility aria
nutritional value, soybean ,
forms an important ingreds
sach. Through its use no a.
of producing "soft pork- is eli,
I ent. as is the ease when whole so
beans tic certain other protein el;
ments are substituted

i

Folks of .111 Stations
Benny the Barker
Sideshow Benny has trouped
with the Big Top and Doc 'Watson's Kickapoo Medicine Show.
Here's the way he'd sell our
services
"Hi, look, folks, the greatest
grandest and best service station in the entire civilized
world It features those great
stars. Torpedo Gasoline and
Welch Oil, supported by an
all-star cast of willing, pleasant. efficient service station
attendants. Here. ladies and
gentlemen, is guaranteed viii -

ILLINOIS OIL CO.
Nant.
•4

iny-fmw

2y4orte

LOY.POWER • BRENT

Plus
NEWS
COMED1

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
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THE FULTON couvry N

with the latter's parents in Padu- nine tu insure delivery 'ii plenty of fare depends on victory Ica Fran, e v‘ics appointed Campaign Chairman
time so there would be no Inter- and England, and that we ecinn• t for the young Republlear111
cah.
Little Misses Ann McDade and rtipti.ti in the werk of prepared - afford to have them conquered by
The Dunes:rule will open their
increase dictator milking. The best way it eampaigi, iit Mt Sterling.
Barbara Ann !Cohens spent the iii...., to handle any pi slit
alles CLIFTON HAMLETT
help them is by selling them the. e•
week-end with the fermer's grand- iii IIUSI/ICSS.
ISTESS TO CIRCLE
The Illinois Cereral System has numment and arms ter win their
parents. Mr and Mrs It I,. et,nStoat ir H. M. Logan, one of KenMrs. Clifton Hamlett was heistalso announced the ph ecement of fight, instead of joining with them
Icy in Halls, Tenn.
tucky's greatest statesmen, died of
en to the Annie Armstrong Circle CIRCLE NO
Miss Louise MeAnally of New- circler, for 1.500 coal cars and 1,000 rp, we. did in the last war.
a heart attack early Tuesday mornof the Baptist W. M. I.! Monday
Circle Six of the Baptist Wo- bera, Tenn., spent the week-end box cars. Bids will be received to
ing.
He was an individualist,
night at her home on Second St. man's Missionary Society met Mon- with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W.H. October 9 on 10 Diesel-electric
Republicans opened their strong in his opinions, arid an authTwenty-one members and two visswitching lois, lives.
day afternoon at the home of Mrs. McAnally, on Second Street
l'Iltlipalgn last Sicturday in 1.1.sing- ority on law.
itors were present. Visitors were George
to
Miss Louise Rye returned
Winter, Sr on Fairrview
ton with an overflow crowd, and , The appointment of his sneersMrs. Maurice Bailey and Miss Elwork at Baldrldge's Store Monday
Avenue
the enthusiasm shown badrs Ill for ! nor will be made by the Gnvernor•
sie Bruer
The meeting was opened with a 4ift, r a two weeks' illness.
the Democrats.
• It is airmen s certainty that Gov•
The meeting
was opened with chain of prayer. The last half of the
Miss Julia Wrather and Wilbur
Myer by Mn. Anna Hem ph i I I Mission Study book, "Prayer," was Lee Wrather of Paducah, formerly
Bich lawn IS Campaign Chair- I ernor Chandler will resign rind
By David M. Porter
The regular business routine WU taught by Mrs. Kellie Lowe.
of Fulton, spent the weemend with
man, and believes that the Repub- Keen Johnson, then Governor, will
presided over by the president, Mrs
licans have a good chance in Nov- 'appoint Chandler to the Senate
A short business ScSiton folksy- friends here.
Last week we gave you arguHugh Rushton, assisted by the sec- rd, in charge of Mrs. Winter, chairMr. and Mrs. Carney Lightfoot
ember, and Is organizing for a vacancy.
ments against repeal of the neuIt will Ix. a wise choice.
retary. Mrs. John Allred.
man. The meeting was dismissed and Mr. Clyde Lightloot of Mini.
strong campaign. Judge Swope
trality bill, and this wee,k, we are
The program was given by Mrs. with prayer by Mrs. A. C. Allen. phis. Tenn., spent the week-end
makes an impressive speech, and is;
During the social hour light re- IA 101 Mr and Mrs. Jim Burke, giving you the other side
Earl Collins, the topic being "The
a good platform personality. Ile has, Situ-c- Munsolini decided to re.
The bill prohibits the sale of greatly improved
Great Commission and Chief Aim freshments were served to ten south of town. They were accono
over his last, main neutral there are Aniericans
members and two visitors, Mrs pained home Sunday by Mrs. Clyde munitions to warring nations. but Governor's race.
who suspect that he is smarter than
Lightfoot, who had visited relatives we may sell all the raw products
M. F. Gray and Mrs. Julia Bell.
iI
mine.
N Mee id.
I eraediee, they thought.
that go to make munitions, which
here for two weeks.
Miss Dorothy Lee Downing of is just as dangerous from the ship
Mrs. B. F. Hill spent Wednesday
Tiptonville, Tenn., and Mr. Richard ping angle as if they were mann
in Padurah.
Me and Mrs. Julian Henderson of Hadley of Memphis, Trim, visited facture& for Germany will try b•
Pikeville. Ky., are visiting his Miss Sarah Pickle on Smith Street In -vent them from reaching Env
laud
parents. Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Hen- Sunday.
therein, on Oak St.
Mr and Mrs. A. R. Roam and
But the main !Talton for ni •
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Vaughn daughter, Ruth, and Mr. and Mrs and one that is kept in the
spent Tuesday and Wednesday in P. R Ninford matored to Columbus go -unit, is this—We are not a
Memphua Tenn. ,
National Park Sunday.
1 ral nation
Our sympathies, re:,
"OF COURSE I PAINT IN
Mrs. J. W. Shepherd spent WedMrs Charles Ward of Carr Street hearts and our future welfare lic ,
eesday in Paducah,
is spending the, week in Palestine. in the tie-feat of Germany, and
DIE FALL ... THAr3 TM
Mrs. Will Heiman has returned Illinois. her 'Id home, with her the side of France and Eng, ,
to her home on Paschall Street mother. Mrs. Lida Martin and other a ho with us. are the only greic
TIME TO SAVE BUILDfrom a visit with relatives in Para- relatives and friends.
,lemocracies left and who are fight
WINTER!"
geuld, Ark.
INGS FROM
Mrs. Lon Berninger of Eddings mg a battle against dictators and
Mr. and Mrs. Bog Long have re• Street is in LaSalle-, Ill., this week their form of government.
turned from a two weeks' motor %here a new home is being built I
trip in eastern states.
A son of Mr. and Mrs. Berningera• If France and England lose.
.1-c•
c.
economically lost, for Gen, •
Mr and Mrs. Clyde Omar and and his wife reside in LaSalle.
`
already destroyed much of
son, Glenn. spent Menday with
foreign trade, upon which
relatives in Jackson, Tenn
ii untry
depends, by their h.
Mr. and Mrs. R. H. Wade. Mrs
and the state ticket
-y•tom of trading, in which the
Len Askew and daughter. Bartrade
manufactured goods for rao
bara, were in Humboldt, Tenn., on
Radio stations ;FBAS, WLAP,14.0.111,1VPAD.
material with
By James Hagan
South
America,'
Monday.
MIRY, WC.111 6 to 7:30 E. S. T.)
Mrs. Argin Baird has returned
.
NINE NEW STUDENTS AT
readily admitted by high
• from Sharon, Tenn.. where she viaSHERWIN WILLIAN'S
that our national welFULTON HIGH
ite•d relatives.
Herman Owens of Louisville. Ky..'
Nine- new students have enroll- „,,:lek1.124,14‘
is visaing his sisters. Mrs. A. T.
Ak )01011,1AVA.
jellee. eei'lle4
ed at Fulton High. who are transBatts and Mrs. C. E. Hutchins
tars from other schools. They are
Mr. :nil Mrs. B. G Huff returned
Mary E. Lansdes. junior, Greenville.
last week-end from Louisville.
Ky.: James Godfrey, senior, Pa•I
where they visited Mrs. Huff's ca.
n
William Cannon, sophort
mother. MTS. Will Cooley.
South
Fulton: Betty Holder:
• Mr. and Mrs. Fay Hope have re- sophomore. Hyde
Park, Chit ..
turned to Fulton after re. rding a Hazel Meacham,
freshman.
month :n Hopkinsville. K
eons Graves Corolla-1 Lilian Rice.
, Mrs. Guy Irby and Mr- R. B freshman.
Paducah:
Marjorie Z..1
Allen were visitors in Union City Westbrook. freshman. Salem. Duke- ;•,• •
last Thursday.
done Ralph Winstead. junior, Dresden: Eugene Hannah, sophomore.
Mrs. Vester Freeman and Miss
F. D. 4. Beelerton.
Fe hel Dunn spent last Sunday R.Ti:.',
asuimegs are getting ready
l
for the game between Gleason High
and Fulton High to be played at
Fairfield Park Friday afterres,n at

• SOCIETY

et W. M. U.—Tithes and Offering."
Those taking part on the program
were Miss Mary Kate Pewitt, Miss
Myra &warm and Mrs. Bill Abell.
The meeting was eland with
prayer by Mrs. Cecile Arnold.
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Democratic Campaign
Broadcast

Saturday Afternoon, October 7
5 to 6:30 p.m.

KEEN JOHNSON
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David H, rnra broke ene if his
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for a whole.
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ARE SIN
DEATH REAL_
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Yic SHOE STORE
Bennett Drug Store FR Y'5

72:cc ic£

day October 8, 1939.
The Golden Text .
Lard, 0 my soul. a- -

T1r

Lake St.

serve you

In tin-.4
have

7:le

t. ;ire prt plaud to
wrecking equipment

in
c.

Western Kentucky

J. en

44

Expert Repairing Accessories, Parts

BOB WHITE MOTOR CO.
Buick and Pontiac Dealers

For the Rest In New Furniture
SEE

GRAHAM FURNITURE CO.
For Bargains In Used Furniture
SEE

EXCHOIGE FURNITURE CO.

Midget Auto Bars

Ckills
Galor e

by Sensational, Professional e;ivers

UNEXCELLED WRECKER SERVICE
and

MS

Speed

Fulton.

1.INOIS CENTRAL ORDERc,
S5N.I100 WORTH 01 s'nFEI.

Sunday,,October 159 1939
DATE — SUNDAY, OUT.

A

1°

— IT TIIE—

FULTON FAIRGROUNDS
dal. /6). N/tech. cars— MO to 19'26
Moduls
Time Trial for Vida( ts-12:;:a P.11.
First Race Starts at 2:03 P. .11,

Admission 27c

Tal

included

wale

fake Etat-ifs of Cars at the ELKS
BEADQ1'.1RTER5, 210
Lake Street. Fulton. Kentucky. Photo .'?2?

Don't Miss theElksCharityRaces
rYinw '"m- nr.ins:tnir.''
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I. C. NEWS
M. Chumley, District Engineer, Memphis, was in Fulton Tuesday.
T E Downard. P & 13 Superintendent, Paducah, was In Fulton
Money.
T. M Pittman. Division Engineer, Water Valley, Miss, was In
Fulton Wednesday.
W. It. Purcell, Supervisor, was in
Cairn 'Tuesday.
W. R. !locums, Claim Agent,
Memphis, was in Fulton Wednesday.
C.

i

nor.
lovand
will
sate

I I) iii,,
I 1:0141,:, I. I !; It .t••• Wani Vall•;; NI••th•••11,t ChiaMauldin. General Fin 1.116111, C. S ch last Friday aftermain for HersWard, Supervisor; and L. If. Ed - chel Pigue, age 41, who lied at the
Wallis,
Car Foreman, attended a home of his mother, Mrs. Minnie
staff meeting in the an
Pigue, in Water Valley early Thursors office in Paducah Monday.
day morning. His father was the
U. I. Givens, District Freight A- late Bob Pigue and he had resided
gent, Jackson, Tenn., was in Ful- in Detroit for several years until
ton Monday.
a short while ago when he returnW. N. Waggoner, Agent, Dyers- ed to Water Valley to recuperate
burg, was in Fulton Tuesday.
from illness.
W. P. Chenault, Stoker InstructHe leaves his mother; two sisters,
or, Chicago, was in Fulton Wednes- Audrey and Margaret, of Detroit:
day.
and three brothers, Hugh of FulD. T. Crocker, Supervisor, Dyers- ton, and Allie and Oliver Pique of
burg, was in Fulton Monday.
Detroit.
Sam Ilaake, Traveling Engineer,
Centralia, was in Fulton WednesHAROLD RUSSELL HICKS
day

II

one daughter; his parents, Rev
Mrs. Sam Hicks; two sinters, Mrs.
Morgan and Mrs. John Kirksey of
Paducah; asd one brother. Carney
Hicks

hool
lion. gospel song leaders, Sui•day Administration, Gospel Music,
PubSchool superintendents and teach- lic. Speaking, Home
Economics,
era in churches of nearly all de- Manual Training, Homiletics, Apolnominations. More than 2,100 have ogetics. Greek, Hebrew, and
medgone out as missionaries to 70 for- ical subjects for missionary
work.
eign
countries
under
various
MRS. R. E. KELLEY
church
There are three fermi a year
boards. Twelve of these have met fall, winter and summer. An illus.
-death
as
martyrs,
while 1,400 are trolled catalogue will be mailed on
Mrs. II. E. Kelley died Sunday
at her home in California The body still in the field.
request.
Address: 153 Institute
will arrive here for burial today
Place, Chicago.
Last year nearly 3,000 attended
(Friday.)
the Day anct Evening Schools and
Among sumlyori STU is sister.
The new 1940 automobiles have
13.000 were enrolled in the CorMrs. C. J. Bowers of Fulton and a
respondence School. The Bible is been provided with a complete new
son, Ed Kelley. formerly of Fulton.
the principal textbook, Lir, courses unit of lighting
A short funeral service will be
IwId this afternoon at 3 o'clock at
Ifornbi•ak's Funeral Home, conI,y Rev. B. J. Russell. BurHarold Russell Hicks, about 30 ial w•II he in Fairview cemetery.
years of age, was killed in an automobile accident early
Tuesday PPE! TR A INING
FOR YOUTH
FEEDS — SEEDS — GROCERIES — MEATS
morning near Flora, Ill. Funeral
----services were held Friday morning
More than 40,000 students from
FENCING AND FERTILIZER
at 10:30 o'clock from the family all pal ts
of the world have receivresidence, north of town, in charge ed tuitionfree paining at The
of the Rev. D. W. Fowlkes, assist- Moody
Bible Institute of Chicago.
ed by Miss Lettie Clements. Burial foundoil
53 years ago by D. L
will be hold in Mount Zion ceme- Mowiv
noted evangelist. In th••;•
tery, in charge. of the Hornbeak year
thousands of graduates 11:r...Delirery Service
Funeral
Phone 403
entered special Christian service as
He is survived by his widow and pastor,. evangelists, Bible teach-

A. C. BUTTS AND SONS

FULTON HOSPITAL
505
lion

4
A NEW FALL COLOR BY

FORTUNE
$4

Miss Ava Love Weaver remains
about the same.
Powell Webb, Dukedirn, is improving.
Oscar Garner is receiving treatment for an eye injury.
Miss Sue Allen underwent an
.ippendis operation Tuesday night
Mrs. Marvin llill is reported improving.
Mrs R. C. Whitnell was admitted
this week for treatment.

SERVICE OUR MOTTO

DEATHS
4t_
s•

—

dle

4;
-

GEORGE C. ROBERTS
George C. Roberts, prominent
local insurance man. died suddenly Tuesday night about 7:30 o'clock
in the Irvin Cobb !Intel in Paducah. following a heart attack.
Funeral services were held at 2:30
o'clock
Thursday afternoon from
the First Baptist Church. conducted by the Rev. Woodrow Fuller and
•I
a brand new blend
Ito' Rev. J. N. Wilford. Interment
of leather shading that is a
followed in the Palestine cemetery
in charge of the Hornbeak Funeral
-must.' for your Fall wardHome
robe. Fortune gives you SAND
Pallbearers were W. S. Gayle.
TAN. See how well it looks
E. E. Mount, G. H. Duley, Ernest
with the autumn browns and
Fall. Jr.. J. 0. Lewis and J. E. Wartans in ci,.thine fabrics.
ren of Mayfield.
Surviving Mr. Roberts are br •
• vidow. Mrs. Agnes Russell Rol
• rt,. thr.e daughters, Mary I • •
Martha and Elizabeth: Inc
Mr:,. A. W. Henry: and thr•
St,
(CAS
Ithers. Homer. II.rman and Ewn
Roberts.
Ile was the son of the late M. C
I ulton. Ky. .•h•I Laura Craig R••hcrts and se.,
:•• •-•• :7: c.,n. way County. Ky.
'.'
It !•erts came to Ft.:
:••yed with Fran,
Symptoms of Dist-.as Arfshog from
G• • As a::•I Ch•th.ng C.
,

40.4
""Le

"PIN-IT-UP" LAMP

59c

WCS1H

WPIILE
as,,.Uldd

•N1 SIAD

rultCHASt

OR
511'
SOS wall
LAMP.

(DICEP7 LAMP SULU)

COUNTRY C1.1.13. NO, 2 1-2 CAN

PEACHES
PIE CHERRIES

2 FOR

('AN

cLuts

11-01. BOTTLE

25(
10(

SPOTLIGHT

RED TOKAY

FANCY RED

STOMACH ULCERS
DUE TO EXCESS ACID

Potatoes 10ths.19c Grapes

lilIZATMENT hare bora sold for robe(of
arciptoras r,f,,,enwas arid= from illomonb
SUS Doodmal Morro due to Cersw Add—
Poor Moruti•o. Sow or Uport SIMmelt.
Garelnon. lisortforis SlowdowsrM rds,
diso to Mows Acid. 9.4.1 on 15 days trial
Ade for "'Milord% Illorsaso" nasal tab
molsloo thu trostalcut—irlIO--rit

ti ILKSI AEI. PIGIT

..•T•••

—THAT

SIN‘1
3
.E

REPEAL,

SEEDLESS ORANGES, DOZEN
CABBAGE, LB.
APPLES ,„.„:,

10NATHAN OR GRIMES GOLDEN

KENTUOKY

66-nmEs

AS MUet4 WHISKY OU1SIDE
AS

..7411•

THE STATE

BEEN OONSLINIED
V\ ITOIN TOE STATE?

HAS

115
—
FC.0.
nialTudv.‘

••••-

Pan. The
REiT OF TvE

u>

1-

-THAT THE KENTWKY WHIFKY SOLD OUTSIDE
THE STATE HAS BOUT 0\ER

*211,275.000

OF OUTSIDE MONEY
INTO TOE STATE,SZE RE i` ttl

—THAT THE GREAT MAJORITY
ALL THIS OUTSIDE MONEY
30E5 DtREOTLY INTO THE
POeKETS O

KEN-WOO

s\JRKEPIS AND SUPPLIERS?

GOOD PART OF
KENTucKv's PROSPERITY
HINGES ON KENTUCKY'S
'DISTILLING INDUSTRY

lb. 5c

NO. 2 1-2(- AN
FOR

15c DELUX PLUMS
3c FRESH COCOANUTS, LARGE SIZE
10( YELLOW ONIONS,3 POUNDS

DR)' SALT

\

BUTTS
FOR BOIL!N.(,
LB. ik

FISH
L". 10c

FISH
.; lb-i. 25(

25(
71 2(

10(

)

I I,

BACON
LB 22(
dine

VEAL ROAST
1 ‘Ni 1 sIlt K /ID

tiRt•Mit T LB. IS0
TIM K RIB. LB.
DER

22(

...HIM I

35c

VEAL CUTLETS LB.

NECK BONES OR
PIG EARS

lb. 71c

u.

Pure Pork

Sausage or rind lb. 171c Kraut
MARSHMALLOWS, 2 1-LB. PKGS.
GIANT
TOMATO JUICE "4" `.,""
COOKIES 'ItrinIt'.R
PORK & BEANS ".,"
, ,OR
CORN
MILKI.
MOTOR no "tnn"
(-MATH% CLUB, NO, 2 CAN
3 oti
01

IF

t.lI I I 1 .ARt:F OR

Si '01%11

In 41
"
t %I 1 ON I vu

ea-Ar

sew,4011k

2 FOR

QUICK RELIEF FROM

•

41,

(eJINTRY CLUB, NO. 2 CAN

(Lb. 15c)
Bread 2 lot'. 15c Coffee 3-lb.
bag... 39c

DITTILLERIES 4-1A‘E. SOLD

**a

loaf cake — freshly baked'
Get this 1,:f carnival valise
51.0-111'

FRY'S SHOE STORE

t

4

APPLESAUCE
CAKE
OW time favorite' Luscious

COUNTRY

NO

ilia la/ ill TEAL()

die

21( TINY PEAS
10( CATSUP

10C

KROGER'S

CLOCK

Bennett's Drug Store

4t-

010

OUR PRICE

Only 2 Big Days Left
FRIDAY and SATURDAY

SS

Such Cake
Generally
Sells for 20c

TDB' LIPIZ

Free Rook Tells of H orn e Iry stmenttlhad
Must Help or it MOM Cost Yon Nothing
Over cos canhon bow°,of the WILLARD

4-4

VAL'',1,64

DOUBLE DUTY

ouct,
SAVE

Kroger's
CARNIVAL SALE!

YEAR'S
GREATEST
HOME
L le HT111441
VALUE I

Ask To See Our
Large 4-Page
Circular

25(
15(
2k
2k

lb. 71c
2—5(

ql ART JAR
3 FOR

MUSTARD
KIDNEY BEANS O.CAN1k
CRACKERS,2-1.13. BOX
15(
CORN FLAKES,8-01. BOX
Sc
MACARoNi ORSPAtalFTTI
rrics
lilt

22c OATS, 3-LB. BOX
89( POTTED MEAT

ARNIOLR's

I 4',

I FOR

KROGER S
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from North to South and
was rapid. In 11197 the Plitioni Cenmerce of the Mississippi Valley, Path-HAI to ColltaiNtiotal W ith both This was the first step taken by the
North,
which had been developing grad- I he New Orleans and Mobile rail Illinois Cent rid to intereat itself trill took over the operation of the from South to
lines south of railway line between Louisville
ually for several decades, moved roads near the Kentucky-lennessee finsincially in the
and Memphis, through Fulton. putAppropriations made by Confor the most part to and from New line. The New Orleans & Ohio Rail- the Ohio River. II marked the adwas chartered on “ptioti of a mat policy which was ting finally to an end the series of gress for the control and eradicaOrleans via the Mississippi river. road Company
(Continued from Patt.'t
eventally to extend the influence receiverships and misfortunes that tion of the pink bollworm are said
Therefore, a north and south rail- January 9, 1852.
purpose of linking that town of road was in harmony with the curThis marked the beginning of alai operations of the Illinois Cert. had marked the road's history In to be inadequate and an additionstates and the lower valley.
al appropriation is needed for the
3,000 inhabitants with the Great 1rents of the Mississippi Valley if railway history in Western Ken- (rid into seven Southern
In 1908 the Blued. Central ex- next fiscal year, in order to carts
tucky. Ground was broken for Ful- bring Fulton to the fore as a railLakes to Gulf rail route which now that period.
tended its operations to Birming- out the eradication program rePaducah way center.
forms the trunk line of the Illinois
At the time the Illinois Central ton's pioneer railroad at
Before the close of 1872 the Cairo ham and the following year the commended by the experts of the
ineorpoiated in III 1853. and, as previously stated,
Central System between Chicago , Company
was
was under construetion "Seminole Limited," tile system's Department of Agriculture.
and New Orleans. At that stage of 1 February. 1851, no railroad of such the first train was run between Extension
passenger
daily
Fulton was beginning to take all-year-round
national development the con, !magnitude as its charter contem- Paducah and Florence, nine miles and
on new life. Early in the winter train between Chicago. St. Louis
! plated existed in the world. The south. on July 4, 1854 It was an
celebration nev- of 1873 tho last rail was laid and and Florida, made its maiden trip,
!longest railroad at that time was Independence Day
i er to be forgotten. People came 'an on December of that year the first passing through Fulton on its
the New York & Erie, 30Imiinlesnit!
carriages and ox -carts and cumber- through passenger train ever to op- southbound trip on November 16.
!length. The Illinois Central
between New Orleans and 'The Illinois Central's latest con—
inou. alone was to be 705 miles in some prairie wagons, as well as era I,'
length The construction of such a alma and on horseback to witness Chicago passed through Fulton. tribution to Fulton as a railway
Cairo was ac- center was the construction of the
great railroad through what was (or the first time in their lives the The river crossing at
largi•ly pioneer territory was a Sttl- thrilling spectacle of a 'roaring iron ! complished hy means of a car fer- line, 169 miles in length, between
U. S.'3OTTLED IN
ND
horse' consuming wood and water ry, the Steamer "II. S. McComb” here and Edgewood. III. shortenI IS Proof
pt.flti. als ii!alert a k log
in
service
until
the.
smoke,
fire
and
which
remained
forth
blowing
ing
distance
the
between
Fuland
rail
required
Millions .4 dollars were
QUAllrY SUPREME
to build it. and these millions the steam as it pulled a train of cars completion of the Illinois Central ton and Chicago by twenty-two
, miles. The eonstruction of this prio
frontier state of Illinois did not at the amazing speed of 15 to 20 bridge in 1889.
There Sr.
In the meantime, other develop- Jed was begun in 1925. The Ken have. Through efforts of Stephen miles per hour"
nsaily differ•
suspendof
1857
panic
When
the
section
was
opened
on
!
lucky
April
others,
Eastern
ments
had taken place. The line
A. Douglas and
cal whiskies
1927. The Illinois section was
business men of substantial means ed all railway construction, this from Fulton to Rives had been exbut nly one
completed!
practically
was
railroad
Beinterested.
;completed
in
May,
1928,
and
on
the
tended to Trimble in 1873 and to
and influence were
YENTUCKY
Mobile,
junction
point
the
of
to
the
Fulton
that
month
the
was
fly17th
of
first
train
Memphis in 1874, providing
fore the close of 1852 dirt
PAR
Rives,
at
Tenn.,
Ohio
Railroad
&
operated
over
the
entire
line.
for the first time with a direct :was
ing on three railroad projects in
between
running
were
and
trains
this section of the Mississippi Valroute to the "Bluff City." By 1876
"Remember,
For years Fulton has la-en On
Paducah anti the Kentucky-Tenn- the Illinois Central had a controllee.
Ro Better
been ling interest in these lines, and focal center of five lines of the III•
station
had
..la-re
a
eaSee
line.
All along these routes things benamed Fulton. for th,• stip:, were taken to rigaiild the inois Central System, and i the
Whrkey
Can
gan to take on new life. Land val- erected and
was located. At properties in conformity with the 'only point mu the entire •
Certainly looks that way.
ues increased. Settlers flocked in county in which it
62 Made" ear
moves eve:
ithrough
vghich
,4
outside
ciainty
Fulton
Illmais Central standards. Until
doesn't it? But they're the
by the thousands. New towns sprang that time
t . tee
Lettl.t,Tire
small set Its P. timid!, of 1881 the gauge of the enger, every ton of freight anal
up sometimes even before the rail- Hickman and a few
same length. You see, you
every passenger passing over the
primitive
as
was
wild
and
inents,
trat',is south of the Ohio river was
road
was
completed.
And
many
------- can't always rely on what your
when Davy five feet between the rails, while
towns .ind caws w hICh WI.1'.• not on II was years earlier
eyes tell you. The only known
cane- that of the. Illinois Central north
the
Crockett penetrated
the railroad took steps to build
brakes of the region on his bear- of the river was the standard gauge
way to he sure about your
branch lines to it.
&hunting expeditions. Fulton station if 4 feet 8 1-2 inches. Consequently
eyesight :s to have an eye exTi ,s is how Fulton's first railwas established at the point where locomotives could not cross the
road came to be built. Paducah was
amination by an expert optomthe railroad from N. Orleans was ex- river, and it was necessary to jack
in somewhat the same situation as
etrist. We'll be glad to tell you
pected to cross the Paducah-Rives lip every car at Cairo and exchane
New Orleans. For years it had been
whether or not you need
line. For several years, therefore. t1.11:7, for those of standard gain
the principal river crossing between
the place and postoffice was refer- k,r vice cersa. This feat, win.
glasses, without any obligation.
, Kentucky and Illinois. Now. howred to as "Fulton Station."
%u as
accomplished
within
,aer. Paducah saw its primacy chalIn the meantime the Paducah few hours time without material
Phone 84
' ged by Cairo. Realizing the sighad been reorganized and interfering
with train scheduli
,
r.canee of the proposed Lakes to railroad
its name had been changed to th.. elicited nuach comment morally,. •
; :if railroad system, citizens of
Paducah & Gula of which Judgt ,u-cles throughout the countrry.
.ducah lost no time in organizing
L. S. Trimble was the controlling
Fulton Theatre Bide.
e New Orleans & Ohio Railroad
Fifty-seven years ago on July
spirit. Also in the meantime the
r'1%,!'‘. to build is railroad from Illinois Central Railroad was near- th.s year. the East Cairo-New 0
ing completion as far north as leans line was formally taken ir
Jackson. Tenn. Before the outbreak the Illinois Central System. atsuomus $1.25
of the war between the state dilrine the next two deende.: Ill
GBAN MI.1 11:11) TO RAKE
e140(e
. trains were running all the %••
).\ lilt *RSDA
from New Orleans to Jackson. .••
the Mobile & Ohio was complet..•
bakery bread was unknown in Gran'ma's
whol.sothe
Fresh,
POCKET AND WRIST WATC4ES
from Jackson through Rives an.:
time
so she labored over a lait stove every Thursday to proUnion
City
to
Columbus.
KY..
PT.,:Lice a week's supply of bread.
$1.00 to $3.95
viding Fulton with through ran
Road
Grarel
Gran'ma did the family washing, too .. grew old before
connections to and from nearly
:.er time doing it. Today even the most exacting home laundress
ALARM CLOCKS
Concrete Gravel
important cities of the South an
-an't approach the modern laundry's efficiency. Ilume washing
Clean Sand
East and North.
$1.00 to $2.95
a out of date. Phone 14 and let one of our drivers explain our
During the war period railway
Call—
construction was at a standstill, and
LOOK FOR aa iivaief ON THE DIAL
the railroads and their rolling stock
- - iffered severely at the hands of
(a:Mending armies. At the
Water Valley, Kentucky
.s1t. s. in 1,865. the
•
and N..

Old Division Office
To Be Torn Down
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Parisian Laundry

BARD BROS.

SPECIAL SALE

( \ •t /FOOL

SITPLIES

undisturbed for three
•:•05:11S
Shortly- aft..r the close •
ar. G.neral P. T. G. Beauree.,
Je famous Cor.fetierate commaiai
!•!.. was appomted general superie
andent and chief engineer, and ti.
:Hlowing s-ear he was elected pres:
.iint if the New Orleans-Cant,,•
..,
ad, and General Abselem M. Weia
as elected president of the road
.

And Many Other Bargains
NEW WAI trAPFR

LARRY BEADLES
208 Main St.

1111f ,,ti.

You Wouldn't Order

Well,Well,It's Pickle Again,and He
Is Red Hot With Those Prices!
sc
Purple-top, Really
Irish Potatots, Red or
191 2c Turnips.
White. M lbs.
.
3 lbs.
Jet.
(abbage, Fresh Fine
18c
14t Corn. Nice Fresh
5 lbs.
3 lbs. 7c
Sweet Potatoes
Egg Plant, Really Nice
Tomatoes, Fancy Pinks
20(
7c 3 lbs.
3 lbs.
Peas, Turnip Greens, Green
Celery. Lettuce. Fancy
13(
15( Beans, 2 lbs.
2 for
doz. ii.s•V
Bananas
L. mons. Som. Juicy.
Apples. Fancy I:tet sir
16'2(
15c th.:tis
)s How. rie,:e
Eltikis, lb in:
Grape fruit. ;0-si:c. Marsh
21c
13( Rice
:2 for
dlcss. 2 for
Crackers
2-1b. box 15c
'off(s. Break,'ast Delight
Tomato Ketchup. Hein:
39(
3ic
I.arge bottle. 2 for
pounds
23( Pinto Brans, Great Northern 70(
Mae areeni. lltifl. Conked in
RED OR YELLOW

(.11I.DEN

#
4
14V —17

RIPE

REA1.1.1. NIt II

*)

is

SU(

i 1 Nti ii

"A TON OF COAL"
Before you buy coal, you want to knim what
kind it is__how good it is__how much it costs.
Experience has shown you that there's a world
of difference in fuels.
And there's a lot of difference in milk, too.
How much you get for your money depends upon
your dairy. In IllIt1i111011I and purity, \\*., give'
the greatost possible value.
, n't come from cows it
Tho hest milk
comes from

Co.
Fulton Pure Milk
t lit I It lh

inc Illinois Central /1314 NO Cow
i,any which had previously caudal
its licliv n" /0 Points north •
•"
the Ohio River, took a ntois,-..
step which resulted a few yea:
er in extending its operatios
the Southern states, where
11han one-half its mileage is 7
For fifteen long years Full, •
tremained a way-station on .
from prosperous railroad, an.
building of the Jackson to Cali
j with ill -Celleea CA impatience 11
!link in the New Orleans-Chieag
route. The Illinois Central. t.
' was growing impatient over it.
long delay in the completion
this Southern raad
To ono,
completion meant commercial
industrial opportunity, to the WI::
meamt a thralls!) route betwer
Chicago and the great seaport •
New Orleans
Ii': the winter of 1871-72. C
Mi-Ccinhs and his associates
the financ.al aid of the Illino .
Intl A a:S.000,06a loan was wan'
,
I the Southern company for I!
, 1).10.1111a of the Cairo extensa

4

Beans. Black-eyed pens. i lbs. L i

Cream Sauce. 2 big cans

Breakfast Bacon
2 lbs. 39c
Pure Pork. Made the
Tomato Juice, Hein:
29c sausage'.
29c
Country Way, 2 Ms.
I 12-o:. cans
Pork Chops, Small Lean
Baby Food. Hein:, Libby's or 23(
21c
Pound
sinkch,„.„3 cans
lb. 15c
Brains
4 71/
Fresh Oysters, Really Nice
Pork Roast, Cut front
29c
I/ -at
Do:en
Shoulder, Pound
INDIP. SLICED

tihh

ICE Ittt

Lard, Pure Hog, The Best
Boiled Ham, Fine for
Ak
:2 lbs.
.
Lunches, pound
II - 11EN RETTER PRICES ARE FOUND THERE WILL 11.11"E TO BE
.
ANOTHER PICKLE'S GROCER)
1.ItTS OF UREK PARKING SPACE
elite Ii. GOOD rRmAv AND SATURDAY
—Be Sure It's 225—

lit

PICKLE'S GROCERY
East

State Line

Wc Deliver Any Where Any Time
4111111.

411111
,

Fulton, Ky.

4.

•

FITI,ToN

and

"More Than An Even

1%.ut t%"N-1.

BRING
FARM PRICE BOOM

It doesn't do a child any good to ton eon bceutne fifiancially indeget the idea that he or she is ex- pendent.
ceptional. If the little runt is, you
Eight-year-old Edward Pearlman
1•Mivard A. O'Neal of Chicago.1
won't have to advertise it.
of Philadelphia e.eindered away
In contrast to must nu .
pi,••edent of the American Farm !
Personally,
we
doubt
if
the
Unitfrom home so often that his mother
make what the world con,iti.
Bureau Federation, now touritie
ed States Cali maintain peace by
!took him to a clinic for an exam"outstanding auccesses" the kite Louisiana, bald he did not think es
persuading all Americans to chant
ination, While she explained his
maintained European war would
Charles M. Schwab
cause any suit ,
in unison: "We want peace."
case to the doctor, Edward strayed
that "there is certainly something ; evil Jump in farm prices as was;
If you want to remember a friend
that gives men mere than an even
off for several hours.
the case in the last war.
who lives away free) home, send
break."
Ile said the New Deal's war ad him or her The News for a year. Not
F. L. Spafford of Hartford.
a bad idea!
Conn., brought suit against a denMr. Schwab called himself t-one visory board would keep prices iii
Property owners in Fulton should tist because lie had pulled the
of those proverbial jacks-of-all control. He added, however, that a I
.and ; gradual price rise might be expected SOME RAIN AND SNOW SIGNS as they know the prospect of visi- clean up and beautify their prem- wrong tooth, and was awarded
trade who are usually failures
declared, "Why I am not, I can't to a maximum of about parity ; If you want to know about the ; tors. In the latter instance the roos- ises. If every one of them did this $250 uniwttSat ion
tell you." Hu believed in "luck, op- prices, or 25 per cent above present eventing., consult local signs, or sup- ter crows before the door of thei our town would look better.
; Churches of Fulton county are
erstitions, if you prefer to call them house.
portundy, chance—call it what you prices.
To be sure that snow is just a-, open every Sunday. The man who
- We have plenty of everything,"; by this belittling name. Many of
will" but he was also in his day, a
in
warehouses., these. signs have mime basis in me- , round the corner listen to the noises, thinks religion is a good thing
hard worker, which might go a long he said, "stored
ways to explain his success at; a When scarcity develops, we'll open teorology; others are sheer non- made by the burning wood in the ought to be in one of them during
If you are bothered with scalp
the warehouses and thus keep prices , ens,'.. But thy folk believe the fool- fireplace If it makes a sound like services.
steel man.
trouble, buy James R. Casey's
. under control."
Most arguments are caused by I
ish ones quite as readily as the
!hoes walking on snow, therei
non sticky and non-poisonous
; more logical ones.
suffer from Colds?
veil :e'en be snow to tramp on (pro- two butt-headed citizens trying to
tonic for bringing your grey
When a clerk in at) employment
Here are some queer ones: If you I nounced "tromp"). Just what this; show how much theyy know withhair to natural color and killoff ice' in Atlanta asked to see an wish to play the part of a ram - ;means in summer I do not know,' out caring what the other biped
For quick relief
ing dandruff germs.
Applicant's secial security number, reek,-r, kill a snak,• and hang it up ; largely because we do not have large thinks or says,
from cold sympA smooth sea never made a skillOh its hilly ti thu sky. I have of- ifires in the fireplace then.
legiiii pulling off his shirt, ex ,
Sold at all Drug Stores
ng: "My social security Tairn- bei tried the. hut I am afraid that I Now for a few that may have ful mariner; neither du unintertoms take 666.
Manufactured by
rupted
prosperity
and
success
qualthe
snake
enough
l
a
had
must
eitteoed
bit
have
of
truth
on
my
in
back."
them: A red sunset
LIQUID 'I' AIILICTO Skeet - His,.: 1/n0111
ify men for usefulness and happilife to turn over after I left it. You portends a clear day on the
JAMES
B. CASEY
ness.
i.r that a s nake, no matter! row, say some weather prophets;
Inc,.emrb
We would like for everybody in
ellen it IS
does not die until others declare that the reverse is
Fulton, Ky.
unset. All of the snakes I have true. Hakes around the sun or mom-) Felten to figure out a system that I
liung up were still alive by this rule. mean falling weather, rain or snow will enable the man of ordinary !
DON'T THROW IT AW "!
It never rains at night in July. An ; according to the season. To know int,•Ilig,•nce to keep up with his
eld weather nian of my boyhood how long the storm will last, or bank account.
Let Us Repair It and Save You Money
Accurate
Most of the things which worry
always maintained this, year in and how lung it will be before it starts,
Fuel Pumps, Windshield Wipers, Water Pumps,
WORKMANSHIP
',e'er out. I kept records one year to count the stars inside the halo the "best minds," which means, if
Cylinder Heads, Carbureators, Motor Rebuild.91 Low Cost
prove him wrong and succeeded ad- around the moon, a day for each you want to know, the big business
I boys, are, nevertheless, good for
Watches, Clocks & Time MOM
ing a Specialty
mirably. In 1938 we had some of star.
of All Kinds Accurately Rethe best gully-washers on July
Morning rains are brief. "A morn- the nation.
Call and Give
paired at Low Coat by—
A Trial
nights, and a remarkably heavy ing rain is like an old lady's dance."
Buying for cash and refusing to
ANDREWS
rainfall, over nineteen inches, for Except in winter it is literally true
JEWELRY COMPANY
I purchase on credit IS one of the
the month.
that most of (cur rains come in the I best ways that the people of FulWhenever tree toads sing notice- afternoon. In rainy seasons, though, 1
108 Central Ave.
Fulton, Ky.
Mee NI
ably and when rain crows( Yellow all signs fail, just as they do in
billed Cuckoos) call, look for rain. dry ones. Another version of this
' As a bird student I have never belief is that if rain starts before
found any truth in either of these seven in the morning, it will end
omens. though I am probably not before eleven,
sufficiently in tune with nature
A clearing of the sky late in the
to pass judgment yet. I wonder afternoon means clear weather the
Do?
whether raincrows shut up entire- next day.
ly during dry seasons.
"Rainbow at night
Whenchickens run to shelter at
Shepherd's delight."
,
the
beginning
of a rain, expect only
Ask Your Doctor! See If It Does Not Cause More
Conversely, early cloudines in the
I a short shower. If they remain out day foretells rain later in the day.
Be among those who
Misery Than .411 Other Diseases
i in the weather, look for a big rain, even though morning rains may be
are learning to fly in
' one long continued. Chickens, as brief:
, everybody know, are wise, anyway. "Rainbow at morning
the NEW CUB.
Many people of our blessed South-the blood—it will act as genera,
Shepherds' warning."
go about from day to day harbor- teme to your system and make you and may know the weather as well
It's a lot of fun and enjoyment. Vacancies open
mg Malaria germs in their body feel geed again.
and do not realize to just what dana few more students.
Pecans—Carrye
Lee
for
Reed,
Prizes
at
Given
South
The Early Symptoms
gers they are subjecting their enGourds—Billy Bell.
tire systems. Malaria works in
Fulton
Community
Fair
S., watch for the early symptoms
Butter beans—Helen Hutchins.
many ways. With some people it end do
net get sick in bed with
immediately causes chills and fev- chills cud fever. When
Pumpkins—James Thomas King.
you feel
(Continued from Page I)
ers, with others it may be in trie tied lass- no account feeling—when
Payable By Easy Terms As You Learn
system for many months and may yeu hate to get
up in the morning sue Jones. first; Miss Pattie Sue •
never cause chills but will attack and feel tired and
•SPARKS OF WISDOM
out after Brown, second.
worn
some organ of the body and cause
iz,•t lip--when you have a feelserious (ruble- in later years. We- . '14 to stretch from here to yonder
Embroidered pillow cases—Mrs.
Fulton county boys and girls are
do not e en! le scare anyone but it
It, n y, u have a coated tongue Len Pickle, first; Mrs. I. M. Jones, back in school. The earnestness of
Airport—I .Vile West of Fulton on Iliddlc Road.
behoov,•s eur Seuthern je-ople
and are constipated; don't waian- serond.
mest of them would probably suralways be on the lookout for Ma. ' e'er
'tierb
day et yen get a fifty cent
Cut work doilies—Mrs. 3,hn prise many adults
lase,
; eemplisetain BILttle f this wonderful tonic and
lot'SNFSe
begin to kreck that Malaria out of Reeks. first; Mrs. J. A. Hemp' "
your bowels
••,ii• system turd
a
case
u
Nine Inn of Ten Have Malaria
.0h..4•11P(1404..
te have regular action thereby reEmbroidered work — Mrs. CS •
;
will tell yeti that r-,A ing the poisons from your sys- Fields, first: Miss Mary Kate S. .
nine ma
II
14,1,1, In t Ut• South tem . Mr. Nash
s says if you don't feel gar!. second.
have som,• traces of Maim is even lett,•r after taking one bottle to ask
Antique quilts—Mrs. C,.ra Se •s tlethough a hi 'cut test will net shew
cr neeley back and get it
it. Ti' be on tlie safe side watch for is ii)
(Ont.:4, t I' question
On, gall, first; Mrs. J. L. Hudson.
the early symphims
begin treatill make you feel lots bet- ond.
ment. Nashe Tonic. the- medicine es hiteeginue treatment accordCrocheted doilies — Mrs. Jin,
that is ding so much te elmenete ,
ihrecteins to thoroughly re- Lowe, first: Miss Elizabeth Ward.
biliousness and Malaria, is thn ont in,,ve the dreaded Malaria from
best rmedy
e
as it removes the Ma- your system. Ask your druggist— second.
Canning Exhibits
laria germ and acts on the liver at !, will reci.rninend this tonic and
the same time It will surprise you b•II ie.. if the many people that
Fruits — Miss Ruthelia
the 11,,ImIti'US waste matter that :.
benefittcd by taking it first and second.
will re ne,w from your system—it Fer sale in Fulton by Bennett's
Vegetables — Miss Louise Be
e :11 I m1,1 ee
r.•
•• .:•
ci•rrip,cle,c
Buy Six Mazda Bulbs Totaling 17;
Ingham first: Miss Ruthelia Fe i•
Watts or More at the Regular Retail
Jelly—Mrs W. D. Owen. fee
Price and the 100-watt Mazda Bulb
Mrs. Tom Jolley, second.
Joe Be Gisen to You Free When You
Flower Exhibit
Present the Special Coupon Attached
Pot
Pickle.
plant—Mrs. Lon
to Your October 1st Electric Service
price of an ice cream
For
`est; Mri R. M Cantrell, see, .
Bill at Our Store.
Cut flowers--Mies Flora O•e . •

Break"

,icasaid
ionthe
wry
rethe
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LOOK AND LISTEN!

WHY

RADIATORS

JONES AUTO PARTS COMPANY

What Harm Does
Malaria

Learn To

I

FLY!

COMPLETE COURSE $60

,

CHAS. MILLER

11111111B

•

44,

We'll LetYou
Be the Judge!

4

4.

4.,
If you're offered a substitute for Browder
Flour or Feeds do not buy merely on promise or
price: instead, you be the Judge, yourself. Just
consider the ease in terms of performance and
results. Should you find a better product for
the price. We don't blame you for buying because
every product we iranufaeture
Its good as we
can make it,

'ffe's

abe

udg-e the ease in an honest manner and we're
sure you'll cont inue to ask for Flour and Feeds ..
—.Made

GET
YOURS
NOW!

GOOD LIGHT COSTS
SO LITTLE!
the

first; Mrs. Burnett Jones, secnd.
o
Hobbies
Handwork — Jerry Jones, r •
ith airplane exhibit: Thomas Fee.
le. second. with Chinese checker
hoard.
Collection hobby — Mrs. Clyd,
Fields, first: Ivan Jones. Jr., ses
end, each with animal collects ;
Antique collectfen -- Mrs. T
Fields, first; Mrs. Cora Swipe • second.
Baking
Cake—Mrs. T. A. Brundtge, 1,rst
Billy Owen, second.
Pies -Miss Mary Lancaster.
Biscuits — Miss Elizabeth Velemfirst; Mrs Billy Stephenson.
•.,eaurei.
Farm Produce
Peanuts -- Henry Finch.
• K Hastings. second
rie while--Henry Finch.
Corn, yellow- -Billy Owen.
Flee stalks corn -,James K.
'its. first: James T. King, se,-.••
Cotton -- Ernest Cannon, filet
.limes K. Hastings. second
Irish Polatoes---Chrerlets Cannon,
; :rat ;
Finch. seeond.
Ilenry Finch. second
SWOet Potatoes--James K
egs. first. Billy Owen, second
Garden Produce
Yellow peppers Mrs Ernest Can

cone you can turn a 100watt Mazda 6.vI4 two bouts
an evening for a week

P:ZO

1

You'll find 100-watt Mazda bulbs
beet for light conditioning because
they ghe sufficient illumination for
easy reading, writing, sewing and
other close work . . . reduce eye
fatigue . . . help prevent irritability
and headaches. They giue six times
as much light as 25-watt bulbs but
cost no TOM

luta You Buy Bulbs Flom
":oitt P•alsri Ask Him How
You Can Girl ths resit 100watt Itia•da Bulb

LIGHT YOUR DARK CORNERS
WITH PIN-TO-WALL LAMPS
Ihus hand,ome l'in-to-A ell
Lump is specialb useful in hall,
den, bedroom, breakfast nook,
pantry and kitchen. It giues
plenty of light without glare or
der!,shAdows. You attech it to
wall like you hang a picture,
wiihot tAtirA wiring. The lamp
is tasteful's designed and made
of white mend with aNtncealeti
wiring And pueh button switch.
It has 6-indl dititi%ion NM I for
100-wan bulb, and is finished
in antique iiory with matehing
parehment shede. Price—

RI TION.

KILOW ATT.

vow, wiertnna 'enuring,

ONLY s1.50

Guaraateed

BROWDER MILLING CO.

Ilot peppers Mrs Carl Robey.
Apples Bruce lluelinnan
a
Pears Helen Buchnan
Onions Wenn te Lee How lin,
TOntatoes Russell Pruett
Carteuts- Margene Hark,

.KENTUCKY

UTILITIES

comPA4siy

G. F. LANSDEN. Manage,
11111MMIV
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Socials - Personals
ACE OF CLUB:.
Mrs. Wallace Shankle was hostess Tuesday evening at the home
her mother, Mrs. R. L. Campbell. on Jefferson Street, when he
entertained numbers of the.. Ace of
Clubs, one new member. Mrs. Ernest Cardwell, and one visitor, Mrs.
C. C. McCollom.
Two tables were arranged for the
players and at the conclusion of the
bridge games, Mrs. Buren Rogers
held high score' and received a lovely purse as prize.
Mrs. Campbell served a sandwich plate and cold drinks.
The club will meet next week at
the home of Mrs. Glenn Walker on
Fourth Street.

new members
Mr Holland stated that a pep
squad was being organized. as well
as a glider club for boys and a kit
dak club, the latter two to be open
to the grades us well as ham school
Mr Lewis stated that the Band
was not
Parents' Organization
functioning as it should and that
.1 bonus of $300 to be paid on band
Lonforins must be raised.
Mr Lewis stated that the School
11..a.1 would meet with a WPA
ivoreNviltai ivy Monday night to investigate 11101V fully the. possibilities
of
school building project, lie
also stated that a number of plans
had been made for a new building
and that if the new school buildittg
is not possible the Board has made
plans for remodeling the present
budding.
The meeting was then adjourned
to meet next Tuesdo. October 10.
at 3 o'clock at the Carr Institute
school building.

hi istessi
, set Vett

?date to

About

part

a

aa;

eighty guests.
,

-

WCTU HELD
\N N UAL MEETING
Tiw tee wits fifth annual conven
twit .‘f the Women's Christian
Temperance Union of the First District seas held Thurslay of last
week at the 1.0111V Oak Methodist
Church
Tbe president. Mrs. J. J
pre•Stded over the
meeting
Mrs 0 S. Warner, Paducah, gave
I Mrs lawa Horton,
the deved
Fulton, spoke on -Evangelism."
and Mrs. G. C Wells. also of Fulton, spoke on "Literature.- Mrs
gave a
It H Treadee ay.
talk on "Christian Citizenship" and
during the clay inspirational talks
%%vie given by the Hey M. It Alexander. Rev S R. Beatty and Mrs
Roas Franklyn
Mrs. S. I Yarbrough of ',One oat,
and Mrs. Thomas of Mayfield, gave
ieports and the follo‘e ing new of
floors were elected president. NIrs
J J. 0% en. re-elected: vice Ines,dent. Mrs. R. C. Gore: treasurer,
Miss Ada Smith: recording secrettar)., Mrs Chester Harper.

h haalitent 1,t1 l'oesday even ,
Tbe affaii teas
iticaif

as Mit

3

it.,0$1

fiChr101

i I

i
.

t tiff

Mien•I.111 1

1001
(lane
' di% ,.V,1011, At the
in"C Wet,
close refreshments, 11 gift of Mn
Frank Brau len. lItle• of tile spoil
sot's. were served Mrs. Mansfield
• elf the. sponsors of the
is also
newly organized youth orgainiation
An' effort will be made shortly to
organize a Fulton C
ty C
Union, on invitation and sugges
lion of the state president.

1 t•
N.,‘ yolk Cii%

el 55

,1 1 41 111%11 Ing
hers it 111,, orgaio...0

The
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ri01111,1 Is

%X .di.
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1111f

I111."
1
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1. ill
"11111Iiii114
'Ser

Paul 1:0sharl.
it

liar
lie 'nn
tic "I Le". nnt I
ago te hen she ment t Wa Jinn:ton
N'd I" I h.' r
.
'Ate cc is UMPI
rhTt

1111(1

rt''.••••••(.4.

in 31Illatett

front Fulton High School in tha
(lass of 1931.
as ('limThe groom is
it issiiiner of Accounts and 1)ertmi.
its in the U. S. Treasury
Atha an informal 114'14"m
the home of the stiesini•,,Oil lit
CHICLE NIET Al' CHURCH
Callan left on a low
Circle Eour of the Baptist W.M U Mr. and airs.
V.
met klonday afternoon at the
church. w ith nine regular mem
CIRCLE MET WITH
lieis present
MRS.
W ELLEN
The opening prayer was led tis
alis J. 5V.
11rsI.. E. Mooneyhant. Mrs. J. C t o 11,1111..4's of Circle Ni'
id
Siigg, chairman, presided over a Baptist Missionary Society Mon
business' sessi.in, after day afternoon at la.r horn,.
ngthy
it loch thit meeting was turned over th. Street. Eleven members were
to Mrs J. A Holliday. program present
leader for the' afternoon
The meeting was opened with tki
Taking as her subject, "Read and
program, in charge of Mrs. M. I.
Heed the Bible." Mrs. Holliday
Ilhodes She was assisted by Me,
presented the' following program:
dames A E Crawford, J. S Nbils
Devotional -2 Timothy 215, 2
r and N M. Bondurant inn giving ail
'I' miithy 3.19, Mattlww 7 7. Mrs.
intete,ting 1111+ lesson on the hook
.1 C Sugg
of Jonah.
I lily llible--Mrs. Hothelay.
A short business session was preA Chain of Thoughts---By all
sidis1 over by the chairman. Mrs
wbers
Ne...(1 1 ,1 the Bible Mrs I, E. .1 E Crawford and the meeting
• 1 1 1,1e1S,1•11ccitt, prayer led
NI,
VIledia•
Cl. sing Ptayer -Mrs C
at 1 'ail
-

FOR SAI.E Map- II'' Coal Range
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Miss Martha Jackson. daughter
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of Mr. and Mrs. W. L Jackson of
•
Paris, Tenn., and Bob Looney. son
of Mr. and Mrs. George Looney.
also of Paris, were married here
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Light refreshments were served was given perfume as second high
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prize and a vanity set was awarded Paducah, Ky., announce the mar
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to Mrs. Johnny Cook, high guest. nage of their daughter. Muriel El
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noon at Carr Institute school in a TUESDAY
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Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Bedew were
two guests. Mrs. Cook and Mrs. Ian of Washington. D. C. The cer,
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Mr. and
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ed: Mrs. Robert Graham. chairat their home on Eddings Street. In the absence of the secretary.
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Mrs. Tom Beadles. the minutes
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were read and personal service reNix and Miss Fern Snow.
PARTY GIVEN FRIDAY
ports were taken by Miss Mignon
A program committee was con- AT BUSHART HOME
Wright.
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Mrs. Ward Bushart and Mrs. M.W.
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GOOD PIT BARBECUE
SANDWICHES
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THE PEPSI -COLA COPS

I MAKE SURE YOU
GET A BIG, BIG BOTTLE
FOR A NICKEL

SYMPATHETIC SERVICE f-]
and MODERN COST
We were amazed at how little !i
there was for us to do'
1‘1,11I r.ne lit 1 ,111' clients l'vectit ly

i111d..' t•
rtmilt:t•cni lit tilt. time, of
ineinhk.t. 4,02 thcir
Shouldering' every iictail
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gratitf
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I MAKE SURE
ITS SETTER TASTING
-AND WHOLESOME/
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re.-ponsiliility of making funeral arrangements can
over by us expe.,rtly. Free yourself of harroWitig details, yet have the satisfactiein of knowing the best is done.
WE WANT OTHERS TO KNOW ABOUT OUR Si-:nVICE AND TO ACQUAINT THE PUBLIC WITH OUR
FUNERAL HOME. WE ARE GOING TO HAVE

A

0*5 III let

.,.
I he biggest nickel in
--kmenca...11'syours When
lit
you swap it for

OPEN HOUSE
Saturday, Oct. 79 8 a. m. to 10 p.
lou are cordially invited to call at our funeral hi'nit' and
let us take you through, showing our equipment in hearses,
ambulances, chapel, caskets, dresses, etc.
If not convenient to attend on this date, call any time later.
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